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Abstract
Printing-press mathematics has not been left out by the digital era and is now evolving
into an extended Web representation. Given the advantages of hypertext over a static
paper article, a mathematical document is now enabled to contain not only a presentational representation, but also a semantic one. This is achieved by a second layer of
representation that captures the meaning of the mathematics as an explicit formalism.
Formats such as O PEN M ATH and C ONTENT M ATH ML allow this on the formula level,
while document formats such as OMD OC provide a full framework for creating semantic
mathematical documents. A lot of effort has been invested into converting the existing
sources of printing-press articles, and into creating add-on enhancements in order to use
the same typesetting tools for creating digital document equivalents. LATEX is undoubtedly the most prominent of the printing-age typesetters and there have been a variety of
attempts to convert its output to XHTML+M ATH ML. While these attempts focus on
the presentational side of mathematics, what we discuss in this paper is an architecture
that is converting LATEX documents to a semantically enhanced OMD OC representation.
This framework carries out the task of automatic migration between knowledge representations and provides a generalized mechanism for semantic enrichment and disambiguation during the conversion process, creating state-of-the-art, semantics-oriented, digital
mathematical documents.
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1

Introduction

The printing press industry had traditionally found Mathematics to be a very hard
target to typeset just until the mid-twentieth century. A satisfiable (and much
praised) solution, namely Donald Knuth’s TEX [Knu84] typesetting system, finally
allowed mathematics to properly integrate into the world of print. A decade ago
the same problem was to be solved yet again, only for a new carrier. The digital
era and Web 2.0 lead to the birth of the e-book and, consecutively, most printed libraries have now been migrated and extended to online equivalents. Mathematics,
inherently different than natural language, required a special treatment for its integration. Emerging solutions offered different approaches with different emphasis.
The M ATH ML [ABC+ 03] format is now the standard of embedding mathematics in XHTML documents, as the P RESENTATION M ATH ML standard is almost
universally used by browsers for on-screen display. However, the digital era introduced a completely novel realm to mathematical document typesetting. A mathematical article is no longer a static source for human interpretation but is now a
dynamic entity that could easily allow online interactions and editing, enabled by
hypertext. Having digitalized mathematics, we can transcend the human-oriented
output of a static paper page and take the next step - create mathematical documents with additional explicit formal semantics. The latter enables tools such as
semantic search and formal verification, that would be of great assistance to mathematicians. A number of competing formats are currently maturing to facilitate
such a semantic and computer-oriented representation. The most prominent two,
O PEN M ATH [BCC+ 04] and C ONTENT M ATH ML, are now heading in a common
direction and aim to provide a standardized semantic representation of mathematical formulas.
While M ATH ML and O PEN M ATH are formats specifically designed to represent
formula semantics, the OMD OC format [Koh06] provides a representation of entire mathematical documents, incorporating the just mentioned formula level content markup as a specific semantic level. OMD OC accommodates three levels
of document semantics: theory, statement and formula level, allowing added-on
semantic services to benefit from information on all scales, from, say, semantic formula search (formula level), through formal proof verification (statement
level), to theory morphism analysis (theory level). This demonstrates the status of
OMD OC as a state-of-the-art representation for digital mathematical documents
and shows a small glimpse of the exciting new possibilities laying ahead of all varieties of automated document analysis. Mathematical Knowledge Management
(MKM) has emerged to study and guide the process of formulating the new representation formats, to solve integrating the classical mathematical typesetting tools
and sources with the new standards and services. Furthermore, it is analyzing the
3

implications and potential of the different knowledge representation approaches,
driving the creation and standardization of document analysis tools, closely interacting with the Semantic Web effort.
One of the Holy Grails in the recent efforts in MKM is achieving as explicit, as
unambiguous and as complete as possible semantic content representation in the
documents of interest, as this is the key to unlocking the full potential of automated computational analyses. What this paper will address is closely related,
we develop an approach to obtain and aggregate externally derived semantic content, providing a conversion pipeline from classic LATEX typeset documents to a
semantically rich OMD OC representation. We aim to develop the power to translate such classic documents into their modern, enriched equivalents, as this would
allow their integration in the digital era and enable them to benefit from the various services of the Semantic Web. Additionally, we investigate LATEX as a tool
for typesetting OMD OC documents and compare our method to other existing
approaches.
We proceed with explaining the motivation behind this project, discussing related
work. Next we present two different contexts of applying our approach, presenting a large-scale corpus architecture as well as a self-contained LATEX to OMD OC
conversion. Also, we briefly examine a controlled approach to making this transition, concluding with a summary of the strengths and weaknesses of our design
and an outlook to future improvements and applications.

2

Motivation

The project was originally inspired by the the AR XML IV effort [SK08], which
strives to convert the AR X IV [arx] ePrint collection of scientific articles, a document corpus typeset in LATEX. In order to achieve a general LATEX to OMD OC conversion, we place our initial focus on the AR X IV collection of documents, containing over half a million scientific articles, which constitute a representative sample
of LATEX in the “wild”. We can state that a conversion architecture deployed on the
AR X IV corpus can easily scale, if not be directly used, to arbitrary LATEX corpora,
due to which we present the following discussion in a corpus-centric view . The
AR XML IV conversion is based on Bruce R. Miller’s L AT E XML [Mil07] software
and targets an XHTML+M ATH ML representation, optionally providing C ON TENT M ATH ML or O PEN M ATH content for the mathematical fragments. The
main purpose of L AT E XML is to convert LATEX articles into an XML equivalent,
i.e. to preserve all semantic and presentation information from the original document, but also not to infer any additional knowledge. This leads to a rather generic
4

and mainly default semantics in the content mathematics, which is unreliable for
further use as most complicated formulas tend to have non-trivial, underspecified
and context-dependent semantics. In general, one can not infer a close-to-correct
semantics of a given fragment without first performing a real semantic analysis on
the document.
To this extent, the “Language and Mathematics Processing and Understanding”
(L A M A PU N) project, based at the KWARC research group at Jacobs University,
tackles the various challenges with deriving meaning from a corpus of scientific
documents. L A M A PU N currently investigates semantic enrichment, structural
semantics and ambiguity resolution in mathematical corpora. Long term goals
include applications in areas such as Information Retrieval, Document Clustering,
Management of Change and Verification. The architecture described here is part
of the overall L A M A PU N effort and establishes a basis for its future work.
The L A M A PU N work on the AR XML IV corpus is currently based on the contributions of a group of Jacobs University graduate students. As such, it is a longterm, distributed effort of alternating developers. Facilitating continuous development demands an intuitive and maintainable abstraction layer allowing for a fast
learning curve of new contributors and independence from the specific architecture implementation. The converted nature of the AR XML IV corpus allows great
customizability of its documents, but at the price of a rather involved low-level
interaction. Hence, there is a need for a stable backbone which utilizes the power
behind the corpus conversion mechanism and automates the different conversion
and analysis stages. Furthermore, different applications on top of the corpus demand different emphases on knowledge representation, state of processing and
inferred structure. The architecture needs to encapsulate the different representation stages and potential needs. It must also allow easy interaction with external
tools, motivating a modular design of stand-alone components, each dealing with
a particular intermediate representation and state of the document data. However,
developers are not the only source of interaction for such a framework. Many
popular techniques in linguistic and semantic analysis use various supervised or
semi-supervised approaches and future applications should be allowed to easily
facilitate such tasks. Another type of end-user for the framework results would be
external automated tools performing formal tasks such as Management of Change
or Verification. These types of interactions need fundamentally different representations, having a presentational or a semantic emphasis of the final output format.
The specific focus of this paper is providing a stable architecture backbone that
automates all knowledge representation and low-level corpus tasks, while at the
same time allowing for a generalized front-end for the development of semantic
analysis modules. We enable a set of outputs that can accommodate heteroge5

neous types of follow-up applications, an OMD OC generation procedure in particular. Large-scale corpus analysis exhibits all challenges, prerequisites and features of a general conversion framework, hence we integrate and utilize our LATEX
to OMD OC architecture in the context of the overall L A M A PU N effort.

3

Related work

Existing general-purpose annotation frameworks, such as GATE [CMBT02], Heart
of Gold (HoG) [Sch05] or UIMA [FL04], already provide parts of the functionality we need for our system. They focus on providing a setting for creating analysis
pipelines, oriented towards linguistic analysis and information extraction. However, none of them is ready for direct deployment on a large body of XML documents, or can be easily accustomed to support various knowledge representations.
In the context of analyzing the AR XML IV corpus and the Semantic Web in general, an intuitive and standardized support of hypertext data is vital for a successful
and efficient application development and deployment. The L A M A PU N work already focuses on understanding mathematical discourse, demanding support for
different XML formats for mathematics and an accessible document representation for our semantic analysis tools.
The W EREWOLF framework [AJG+ 09] aims at providing an abstraction layer in
which competing semantic modules can analyze and annotate a document, collecting the revealed semantics in an annotation database. Hence, it can accommodate modules that result in semantic enrichment on all document levels, giving a
means to potentially infer semantics for the full expressivity of OMD OC. Recent
efforts using this framework have already given initial results [AJG+ 09], yet there
is the need of standardization regarding the produced annotations, so that they
are readily available for further use, such as aggregation to an OMD OC representation. Alternatively, current L A M A PU N projects employ an RDF annotation
database for the same purpose, which could then fully formalize both annotations
and inter-document relations via a comprehensive ontology. As we focus on the
low-level backbone, we want to be neutral to the particular approach to extracting meaning, yet we base the early implementation on the above-mentioned RDF
approach, which we will later discuss in detail.
When it comes to existing or easy to introduce support of different XML knowledge representations, none of the discussed systems could rise up to meet our
needs, thus we contribute to the current state-of-the-art by designing a framework
that is quickly deployable, representation-aware and natively supports Semantic
Web mathematics.
6

7
Figure 1: A high-end overview of an AR XML IV analysis architecture
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The AR XML IV analysis architecture

We contribute to implementing a modular architecture that provides a stand-off
RDF abstraction of the source documents and automates the migration in between
the underlying XML representations, which are essential for the AR XML IV corpus with an outlook to added-on services. The modules encapsulate preprocessing, a “Semantic Blackboard” for distributed semantic analysis, a representation
of the semantic results, appropriate generation of output formats, as well as user
interaction and visualization, as outlined in Fig.1. We proceed with a detailed
review of the system components, as described in [GJA+ 09], followed by an indepth discussion of the LATEX to OMD OC system subpart which is our primary
contribution.

4.1

The L AT E XML Backbone

The LATEX to XML conversion that effectively created the AR XML IV corpus, has
been performed by Bruce R. Miller’s L AT E XML system [Mil07]. L AT E XML
is a highly customizable tool released in the Public Domain, which supports the
conversion from LATEX to a custom XML format. Consecutively, its postprocessor,
L AT E XML POST, can drive the conversion to XHTML and potentially any other
representation via a customized XSLT stylesheet. The chief difference between
L AT E XML’s representations resides in the structural semantics of mathematical
fragments. L AT E XML is currently able to generate both Presentation and Content M ATH ML [ABC+ 03], as well as an O PEN M ATH [BCC+ 04] representation of
mathematics from its intermediate XM ATH format. In this paper, each representation of interest will be distinguished via an appropriate filetype of the document:
• .noparse.xml - Contains a representation linguistically equivalent to the
LATEX source document. Mathematical formulas are represented via a linear sequence of atomic components, i.e. tokens, without creating any semantic parse tree (unless explicitly stated otherwise in the LATEX source).
This custom L AT E XML XML format is achieved by an explicit demand
on L AT E XML to not parse any mathematical structures beyond the atomic
token level.
• .tex.xml - Equivalent to .noparse.xml with the exception of parsing mathematical fragments and creating a formula derivation tree. The semantics of
the mathematics is changed, as the formula structure is achieved via a predefined grammar and the use of simple heuristics, which implies defaulting
of both symbol and structural semantics. This often leads to wrong seman8

tics of the respective augmented fragment. However, the only way to assure
a valid conversion of the math fragments to a content representation is via
such treatments. This is the case since otherwise any subsequent processor
will have to deal with partially linearized mathematics, leftover from the
.noparse.xml predecessor. Such structure is clearly ambiguous and malformed, hence needing further analysis to be resolved. Still, .tex.xml is
generated solely to enable postprocessing, which is an analysis-free stage.
As a framework default, creating a full derivation tree guarantees a successful pass through the different representation conversions, producing valid
XML output.
• .xml - Provides additional M ATH ML and/or O PEN M ATH representation of
the math fragments, optionally using parallel markup and keeping the original XM ATH. The rest of the XML DOM is still the same as of the previous
.tex.xml and .noparse.xml.
• .xhtml - Achieved via a native XSLT stylesheet which transforms the .xml
into XHTML.
• .omdoc - Not natively supported by L AT E XML, achieved via a custom
XSLT stylesheet followed by a semantic aggregation procedure which makes
explicit any previously derived meaning.
As L AT E XML already facilitates the transition between the different intermediate stages, incorporating it as a backbone of the architecture is an obvious choice.
The L AT E XML developers have contributed to the effort in a fruitful collaboration which gave further power to L AT E XML’s DOM and postprocessing module.
Our discussions lead to an enhanced mechanism for generating “xml:id” attributes
needed as annotation-hooks and improving the generationg of parallel mathematics during postprocessing, enabling us to consistently recognize and reconstruct
mathematical fragments throughout the different modules. Integrating the different representations together, could now be achieved almost out of the box. A set
of low-level Perl scripts and customized XSLT stylesheets manage the consistent
transition between intermediate formats, accommodating their proper interpretation by L AT E XML and L AT E XML POST and assuring the preservation of the
XML hooks which would be used for stand-off annotations. Remarkably, most
of the processing is performed by already existing capabilities of the L AT E XML
software, which makes the architecture design lighter and provides a very intuitive
conversion pipeline.

9

4.2

Preprocessing Module

The AR X IV corpus contains almost 20 years of good and bad practice of writing
TEX and LATEX docucuments. Since TEX/LATEX is presentation-oriented, authors
have only been interested in whether the result “looks right”, equiping the user
with abundant possibilities to achieve their desired presentation. However, some
of these techniques are “semantically adequate” while some are not. The preprocessing module tries its best to convert the latter into the former, purging any
structures devoid of semantics. For example, a current preprocessor, written by
the author as a seminar project, purifies the modularity of mathematics and natural
language, improving its semantics.

4.3

Semantic Blackboard Module

The vision behind a “Semantic Blackboard” is essentially to allow distributed document analysis by providing an accessible representation format and the means to
store and later use the inferred semantic information from all active analyzers.
This module is the semantic core of the architecture, coordinating the analysis
process and acting as an interface between the different meaning-extracting applications and the rest of the framework. We discuss one possible solution which we
have designed in the context of seminar project work for the L A M A PU N effort.
Its implementation is due to Constantin Jucovschi and we have incorporated it in
our initial system design.
4.3.1

Knowledge Representation

The idea of introducing semantics into a very large online corpus like the AR X IV
is very ambitious. Clearly, it is a long term project and hopefully more research
groups will join our efforts (or vice versa) to accomplish this task. In order to
ensure a long life to this project we have to use a knowledge representation system that is easy to understand, use, extend, distribute and share. We want other
researchers to quickly grasp the basic concepts and spend their time on hunting
for new semantic information. We do not want to limit the users in using a certain
tool, hence supporting software based on the knowledge representation of choice
should already exist. Also, we want to have a system which gives the possibility
to fetch only a subset of the available original data and inferred semantics, process
it, and then push new semantic data back to a public database. This will make the
system faster and more robust to failures, as each user can work with local data.
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For these reasons we chose to adhere to the standards and best practices of the
Semantic Web.
Consequently, we chose a stand-off annotation system. Through that, we avoid
having conflicts in between the efforts of different researchers, the resulting system is faster and more stable, and is also easier to share. Also, as prescribed
by best practices from Semantic Web, we represent knowledge in the subjectpredicate-object paradigm supported by the W3C Resource Description Framework (RDF) [LSWC98]. This will make sharing new semantics easier and tool
independent. These decisions represent the only imposed limitations for describing semantics.
We use the openRDF database Sesame [BKH01] to store semantic annotations.
It provides fast storage, SPARQL [PS08] query support as well as a friendly user
interface (not of least importance). Having a query language enhances developer
experience considerably. Firstly, fetching some data does not mean writing yet another program. Secondly, one can specifically download/work with the data from
the server in which he/she is interested in. Also, enabling the use of SPARQL
query language is a step forward towards more flexibility in choosing the underlying storage database and hence should be adhered to whenever possible.
As we base our work on the intermediate .noparse.xml stage in the corpus conversion which is not publicly accessible, we are compelled to keep this data in the
public RDF database as subject-predicate-object statements. Storing the corpus
documents in this way might sound suboptimal, however it gives us the option of
hiding the complexity of the XML representation by ignoring, for example, formatting tags. This also means that we can introduce them back into the database
on demand. Another gain is the expressivity to group objects of the same type.
For example we are free to define a followed relationship between consecutive
words, even if they do not appear consecutively in the document.

4.4

Semantic Result Module

The Semantic Result Module is a static module that preserves the semantic analysis results in their original stand-off configuration. The final state of the stand-off
annotations produced by the Semantic Blackboard analyzers, after all processing has taken place, is considered the analysis result. The primary .noparse.xml
document which was the subject of analysis is enhanced with unambiguous and
consistent inferred structural semantics, ideally becoming a correct version of
L AT E XML’s .tex.xml representation and in turn changing its own extension to
.tex.xml.
11

4.5

Output Generation Module

Over the course of the architecture development, Bruce R. Miller has assisted us
in making L AT E XML customizable enough to support the specific needs of the
representation migrations for the different architecture modules. The main help of
L AT E XML’s functionality is in the Output Generation Module, starting with the
conversion from .tex.xml to .xml. At this step we have the option to add parallel
M ATH ML (towards .xhtml), O PEN M ATH (towards .omdoc) and XM ATH (for
annotation visualization and feedback), translating the mathematical fragments
into state-of-the-art representations, targeting both human- and computer-oriented
applications. Currently there are two supported output formats from this mathenhanced intermediate .xml representation, respectively a presentation oriented
one and a content oriented one.
As XHTML is the standard for hypertext documents, it is an obvious choice for
a presentation-oriented representation. It allows embedding mathematics via the
M ATH ML format, which in turn allows for accommodating any alternative representation via annotation-xml elements. In our workflow, we use the global
“xml:id” attributes of the hMathi elements as annotation hooks throughout all
XML representations, which makes the stand-off annotation process more generalized and maintainable. Preserving these hooks during the .xml to .xhtml conversion requires a slight deviation from the native L AT E XML to XHTML stylesheet,
which is the only change we need to introduce to the existing L AT E XML procedure, giving us the workflow to XHTML at almost zero cost. This facilitates
a connection between the XHTML representation and the stand-off annotation
database, satisfying the prerequisites for the successive Interaction and Visualization Module.
OMD OC [Koh06] is a state-of-the-art content representation format for mathematical documents and is the second supported output by the architecture. As
L AT E XML does not directly support an OMD OC representation at the moment,
we had to develop our own L AT E XML to OMD OC stylesheet supporting the transition. Furthermore, as the OMD OC format is capable of expressing semantics on
all document levels, it is a target for the aggregation of the inferred stand-off
content. This is achieved via a semantic aggregator which performs consistency
checks, resolves conflicts and avoids redundancy on the database annotations, embedding the aggregated results into the OMD OC output. The aggregation procedure is still work in progress and would employ a semantic analysis of its own.
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4.6

Interaction and Visualization Module

We make use of the .xhtml representation generated by the Output Module which
allows us to immediately provide online document interaction. The next step in
the development utilizes the G REASE M ONKEY [Gre09] extension for Firefox,
which allows users to customize the way webpages look and function. This
method of customization is already widely used and users have developed tools
for interaction with websites so that the user would enjoy a better web experience.
First of all, this extension allows deep HTML modification in appearance, by allowing user created scripts to modify the original HTML code of the document
and add certain types of controls. Secondly, changes could also be functional.
Via implementing JAVA S CRIPT functions, the script may invoke the refresh of
a page at a certain time or other behavior that enhances the experience of the
users. Having this setup, the single major add-on left to implement is the safe
and correct communication with the RDF database. The implementation of this
module is currently under development and its client-side approach promises a
distributed, secure and efficient user interactionwith the semantic results of the
Semantic Blackboard. This module has been developed by Catalin David in the
form of a seminar project as part of the L A M A PU N effort.

5

The LATEX to OMD OC conversion

As a second context for our design, we abstract away from the in-depth description in section 4, focusing on using our approach as a general LATEX to OMD OC
conversion, as can be seen in Fig.2. The pipeline is based on the same modular
architecture utilized for the AR XML IV framework and is neutral to the specific
implementation of the Semantic Blackboard module. What is vital, is having a
consistent convention for the derived stand-off semantic annotations, allowing a
generalized aggregation to OMD OC. However, this is one of the items that still
hasn’t found a consistent solution, but is work in process and will not be further
discussed here. This application was our initial primary goal, but as, the architecture developed it became secondary, as it is essentially a subset of the general
functionality presented in section 4.
The system is again based on the L AT E XML conversion flow, as described in
section 4.1, so we will focus on the challenges in achieving the final steps of the
translation, expanding on the introductory description in section 4.5.

13

Figure 2: A LATEX to OMD OC conversion framework

5.1

The translation to OMD OC

Having a semantic result in the .tex.xml format, one needs to apply an XSLT stylesheet to obtain a generic OMD OC representation, which is to be further enriched
in the following aggregation stage. We took the native L AT E XML “LaTeXMLxhtml.xsl” style-sheet as a starting point, also using the “omdocpost.xsl” stylesheet from sTEX as guidance. L AT E XML tries to represent all of LATEX in its
custom representation, which leads to a ghastly schema and a rather involved
XSLT conversion to XHTML. The resulting “LaTeXML-omdoc.xsl” style-sheet,
together with its modular subcomponents, is both too long and too unsightly to be
directly included in our description, hence we outline the main steps we undertook
in the conversion. In the following, all elements without a namespace are in the
default OMD OC namespace.
• The logical paragraph elements, hltx:parai,hltx:proofi,hltx:theoremi are translated to a hCMPi element, nested in an homtexti
• The figure elements, hltx:figurei, are translated to a homleti element.
• The atomic paragraph element, hltx:pi, is translated to its OMD OC equivalent, hpi, having the paragraph level encapsulation to a hCMPi defined
above.
• All block level elements, such as hltx:blocki, are translated to homgroupi.

14

• Mathematics (represented as M ATH ML and/or O PEN M ATH) only needs to
change its namespace to the default OMD OC one and is already natively
supported.
• Structure level elements, such as hltx:sectioni,hltx:chapteri, are translated
to omgroup.
• Metadata is mapped to its respective element in the Dublin Core specification, e.g. hltx:creatori and hltx:abstracti are respectively translated to
hdc:creatori and hdc:descriptioni.
• We preserved the original xml:id generation mechanism, which creates semantic id attributes, based on the location of the fragment in the document
tree.
• Due to the fact that a significant subset of the XHTML expressivity is also
utilized in the OMD OC format, we could preserve all XHTML target elements that were in the intersection from the original “LaTeXML-xhtml.xsl”
style-sheet (e.g. hspani,htablei,hemphi,...).

5.2

The aggregation procedure

In order to produce the OMD OC representation that we ultimately desire, one
would need to handpick and process the annotations, aggregating them in a consistent and conflict-free routine. The semantic aggregator has the task of performing
this analysis and document manipulation, resolving conflicts and giving meaningful defaults when appropriate. The aggregation is to be as generic as possible, so
that it could facilitate diverse and yet to be created annotation types. The annotations are grouped into types, depending on which level of OMD OC semantics they
address and are subjected to conflict tests, both with respect to OMD OC validity
and semantic consistency. In the cases where conflicts occur, a generic semantic
analysis1 would resolve them and select a (possibly empty) subset of non-conflict
annotation semantics. Underspecification and context ambiguity embody a lot of
potential pitfalls for such analysis, so the techniques implemented are to be well
justified and tested against a set of use cases. Due to the lack of annotation conventions, however, proper testing of this module is yet to be undertaken, as such
having such conventions is a vital prerequisite for a consistent aggregation.
An early implementation of this aggregator is based on the JOMD OC API for
OMD OC. It analyses the annotations via first integrating them as hignorei ele1

Can a mathematical fragment be both a matrix and a sequence? Can a segment be a theory
and the proof if the annotations target the same scope?
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ments via a script preceding the XSLT processing. This allows to work entirely in
the context of an OMD OC document, which is the very playground of JOMD OC,
allowing for a convenient abstraction for further semantic analysis and a rapid
development process.

6

A controlled conversion approach

The sTEX project [Koh08] is employing semantic preloading of the LATEX sources
and offers a translation library for L AT E XML that explicitly converts the in-built
sTEX semantics to OMD OC. While sTEX approaches document conversion from
the inside-out, our architecture implements an inverse technique which strives to
infer the semantics via a parallel analysis system and then aggregate and disambiguate it back to a single document. This puts us in the serious disadvantage
of dealing with the full set of challenges of underspecification, ambiguity and
context-specific semantics. However, it also gives us a broader target, as our architecture could eventually facilitate any LATEX document2 in the wild.
Interestingly, both approaches are based on the L AT E XML software to perform
the transition to OMD OC, yet while our architecture employs a meaning-revealing
postprocessing on a document, sTEX introduces semantics, as explicit OMD OC elements, in specific L AT E XML libraries (or bindings). This gives power to preload
a document with the intended semantics, placing the burden of semantic enrichment on the author. While this defines the two approaches as fundamentally different, it also allows for future collaboration. As an example, sTEX could be used
for creating ground truth OMD OC equivalents of a LATEX source, which could be
later used as a comparison basis of our general approach, providing a ground truth
goal for the enrichment and aggregation mechanisms.

7

Conclusion and Outlook

We have introduced a conversion architecture from LATEX to OMD OC, providing
a stable backbone based on the L AT E XML software and enabling an OMD OC
output, aggregating derived semantics in the form of stand-off annotations.
Additionally, we have integrated our work with the L A M A PU N project to achieve
a large-scale analysis framework working on top of the AR XML IV corpus. The
well-motivated modular design promises scalability and easy maintainability in
2

Provided it is convertible by L AT E XML
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the long-term, while harnessing the power of existing semantic tools and platforms. Based on the L AT E XML system, the process of migration in between
knowledge representations, while simultaneously preserving inferred semantics,
becomes stable, fully-automated and encapsulated from the rest of the system. A
data abstraction of the corpus documents, which stores them in the context of an
online database of stand-off annotations in the W3C RDF format, provides an intuitive and distributed platform for potential developers, at a very small learning
curve, as well as a rapid implementation and deployment timeframe. In the Interaction and Visualization module we facilitate multiple purpose user interaction for
various supervised techniques and, as a means to ease the development process,
display inferred annotations and enable their creation and editing.
The preprocessing and postprocessing modules are currently being further developed and improved and there are plans for novel applications utilizing the power of
our framework. We envision the design of an ontology for mathematical discourse
relations, formalizing the RDF representation employed by the document abstraction layer. Furthermore, we are looking for collaborations in creating analysis
modules that infer semantics from the AR XML IV corpus, using the techniques
from Computational Linguistics and Computational Semantics.
The aggregation procedure to OMD OC needs to be further extended, following the
creation of a consistent anntation convention. The JOMD OC API is a powerful aid
with performing analysis on top of an OMD OC target and could easily facilitate
aggregation of both structural and symbol semantics, achieving a fully enriched
OMD OC output. The promise of this architecture and the future work of the
L A M A PU N group looks to achieve a large-scale formalization pipeline which
performs full semantic enrichment of informal mathematical discourse, creating a
consistent, unambiguous, formal OMD OC representation.
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